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Glossary of acronyms used in the report
ACHPR – African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights
BCCFA – BriAsh Colombia Community Forest AssociaAon
CAR – Central African Republic
CBD – The ConvenAon on Biological Diversity
CEAFDW - ConvenAon on the EliminaAon of All Forms of DiscriminaAon against Women
CERD – Commi[ee on the EliminaAon of Racial DiscriminaAon (of the UN)
CFM – Community forest management
CGD – Centre for Global Development
CRC - ConvenAon on the Rights of the Child
DRD - DeclaraAon on the Right to Development
FAO – Food and Agriculture OrganisaAon of the UN
FPIC – Free prior and informed consent
ILO – InternaAonal Labour OrganisaAon
ICCA – Indigenous and community conserved areas
ICCPR - InternaAonal Covenant on Civil and PoliAcal Rights
ICEAFRD - InternaAonal ConvenAon on the EliminaAon of All Forms of Racial DiscriminaAon
ICESCR - InternaAonal Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
MRG – Minority Rights Group
REDD+ - Reducing Emissions from DeforestaAon and forest DegradaAon (and foster conservaAon,
sustainable management of forests, and enhancement of forest carbon stocks)
RRI – Rights and Resources IniAaAve (NGO)
RFUK – Rainforest FoundaAon UK
SOD – The Shorter Oxford DicAonary
UDHR - Universal DeclaraAon of Human Rights
UN – United NaAons
UNDP - United NaAons Development Programme
UNDRIP - United NaAons DeclaraAon on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
UNDRPOPWRA - United NaAons DeclaraAon on the Rights of Peasants and Other People Working in
Rural Areas
UNFCCC - United NaAons Framework ConvenAon on Climate Change
UNPFII - United NaAons Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
UNPO – Unrepresented NaAons and Peoples OrganisaAon
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1. Executive Summary
Community management has the potenAal to play a much greater role in the conservaAon of the
world’s forests, whilst simultaneous improving the rights and security of local communiAes and
generaAng substanAal improvements in people’s well-being. The devoluAon of tenure and
responsibility for forests to local communiAes has increased in recent years, but sAll state and private
ownership dominates in almost all countries. The result has been conAnuing loss and degradaAon of
forests, including conversion of them to industrial plantaAons.
InternaAonal agreements and norms provide much support to the set of essenAal rights which
underpin community forest management eﬀorts. Whilst, ulAmately, the policies and pracAces which
apply to forests are ma[ers of sovereign determinaAon, policies aimed at facilitaAng community
forest management can help compliance with these internaAonal agreements. In some cases, the
internaAonal agreements imply obligaAons on states to adopt such policies and pracAces.
This report sets out how the rights related to self determinaAon, consultaAon, territory, livelihoods
and economic development, women, and culture and tradiAonal knowledge can be applied to
community forest management, and how each of these is treated in the clauses of seventeen
internaAonal agreements and standards.

2. Introduction
2.1 Background to the report
Despite decades of internaAonal concern and some eﬀorts to reverse the trend, the world has
conAnued to lose its forests. The importance of addressing this has gained new recogniAon because
deforestaAon is a signiﬁcant contributor to climate change. Forests are now being considered as one
of the very few ways known to signiﬁcantly sequester, though emphasis is tending to be placed on
aﬀorestaAon, which if done in large-scale monocultural plantaAons would not be sustainable in
terms of reducing climate change and brings many other environmental and social problems.
ConservaAon of all exisAng forests would reduce global emissions by perhaps 10%, and restoraAon of
degraded ones would have some long-term climate beneﬁts. The many other beneﬁts provided by
forests – livelihoods for indigenous and other local communiAes, preservaAon of biodiversity and
protecAon of environmental services such as ensuring water ﬂows, conservaAon of soil and
regulaAon of weather pa[erns – are all strong reasons for prevenAng deforestaAon and restoring
forests worldwide.
That deforestaAon has nevertheless conAnued at a high and even, in the tropics, acceleraAng pace is
an indicaAon that the strategies pursued to conserve forests have largely failed. Typically, this has
consisted of a ‘binary paradigm’: the largest areas of forest allocated for large-scale industrial logging
– euphemisAcally termed ‘sustainable forest management’ - and much of the remaining area
allocated to more or less strict protecAon for wildlife. The ﬁrst of these has generally not proved
sustainable in terms of maintaining complex forest ecosystems or environmental services, whereas
strict conservaAon has tended to exclude people and undermine livelihoods. Rapidly growing
demand for wood ﬁbre, fuel and food has been met with increasing areas of large-scale ‘fast wood’
industrial plantaAons of exoAc species, many of which have replaced forests and other ecosystems,
dispossessed local people, polluted water courses and created a massive ﬁre hazard.
A third approach – that of empowering local (including indigenous) people to take control, to
manage and to beneﬁt from their local forests – has long been recognised as addressing most of the
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problems of other approaches. There is growing consensus underpinned by a body of scienAﬁc and
economic evidence that formalising customary land tenure systems is one of the most eﬀecAve
strategies to protect forests and tackle poverty. The key arguments in favour of community forest
management (CFM) were summarised in the Friends of the Earth 2015 brieﬁng, ‘ Why Community
Forest Management Ma[ers’, and include: Be[er protecAon of forests, biodiversity, soils and water;
Direct beneﬁts for community rights and livelihoods, and; Signiﬁcant contribuAons to climate
change miAgaAon and adaptaAon.1
The signiﬁcance and potenAal for community-based management and conservaAon of forests and
other ecosystems has been growing. The Indigenous and Community Conserved Areas (ICCA)
ConsorAum has been collaAng informaAon about and acAng as eﬀecAve advocates for the
recogniAon of the importance of such lands for conservaAon (as well, of course, in terms of ensuring
the well-being of the local custodians).2 In 2018, the ParAes to the ConvenAon on Biological Diversity
adopted decision 14/8 concerning ‘Protected areas and other eﬀecAve area-based conservaAon
measures’.3 CBD deﬁnes “Other eﬀecAve area-based conservaAon measure” as “a geographically
deﬁned area other than a Protected Area, which is governed and managed in ways that achieve
posi8ve and sustained long-term outcomes for the in situ conserva8on of biodiversity, with
associated ecosystem func8ons and services and where applicable, cultural, spiritual, socio–
economic, and other locally relevant values”. The decision included a detailed set of voluntary
guidelines for the adopAon and ‘mainstreaming’ of such ‘other measures’, and encouraged ParAes to
apply these guidelines. ParAes were speciﬁcally encouraged to support naAonal associaAons or
alliances of protected and conserved area such as the ICCA alliance. IUCN and the World
ConservaAon Monitoring Centre was invited to include such areas in the World Database on
Protected Areas.
The area of forest under community control has been increasing: surveys across 41 countries
covering 85% of the world’s forests show that around 521 million hectares were legally recognized
for indigenous peoples and local communiAes by 2017.4 However, this represented only 15.3% of
the total area of forest, and had only grown from 374 million hectares (10.9%) in the previous ﬁmeen
years. As the Rights and Resources IniAaAve noted, “Governments con8nue to maintain legal and
administra8ve authority over more than 70 percent of forestlands (2,473 mha), much of which is
claimed by Indigenous Peoples and local communi8es.” Community forest management has received
much less poliAcal, technical and ﬁnancial support, and in many parts of the world is sAll largely
disregarded or even acAvely opposed by governments and the private forest industry.
Friends of the Earth InternaAonal has long supported the development and expansion of CFM. In a
2018 report, on how such management can preserve and restore vital resources for the Good Living
of human socieAes, we described it as:
“the poli8cal control by communi8es over their territories and resources through horizontal
decision making processes that include transparency and accountability towards the rest of the
community. CFM is not limited to the forest and the 8mber in them. It is holis8c because it
involves the adequate and planned use of water, of sacred places and biodiversity. It is not
limited either to poli8cal management, given that it also involves aspects related to
1

FoEI, 2015
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appropriate technologies, ancestral knowledge and community prac8ces of organized planning
and use of resources.”5
In our 2015 brieﬁng we set out some of the key factors of success of (and threats to), community
forests.6 Following from this, we have idenAﬁed a key set of broad rights that must be available and
exercised to enable successful community forests, set out in the document ‘EssenAal Rights for
Community Forest Management’. This includes both the internal and external condiAons.
This report focuses on the external condiAons, which are summarised below. By doing so it aims to
provide advocates for CFM an addiAonal tool with which to press governments, the private sector
and other stakeholders to move towards the requirements of various internaAonal agreements
through allowing and encouraging CFM.

2.2 Key rights underpinning community forest management
The experience of community forest development and implementaAon suggests that a number of
basic rights must apply for CFM to be both possible and eﬀecAve. According to an assessment by
FoEI, the key rights in relaAon to the establishment and maintenance of CFM are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The fulﬁlment of State obligaAons
The right to self-determinaAon
Rights to consultaAon
Territorial rights
Rights to livelihood and economic development
Women’s rights
Cultural rights and tradiAonal knowledge

The core part of this report consists of an assessment of 17 internaAonal agreements, declaraAons
and normaAve documents (such as FAO Voluntary Guidelines) which set out the obligaAon or case
for adopAon of the above rights. It describes the meaning of each of these rights (which have been
slightly reorganised, aggregated or disaggregated) and, criAcally, sets out how each of them is
supported in various internaAonal agreements and standards. It also considers some of the
obligaAons states are under to fulﬁl such rights

2.3 About this report
For each of the rights, there is a secAon explaining their meaning (mostly in terms of their deﬁniAon
or normal interpretaAon in internaAonal agreements or related texts), and their relevance to CFM is
described. Each secAon contains a matrix which includes the relevant clauses from the relevant
internaAonal agreements. In the speciﬁc case of indigenous people, addiAonal agreements and
provisions apply, and these are detailed in a separate secAon at the end of each matrix. The
‘universal’ agreements also apply, of course, to indigenous peoples.
Within each of the matrices showing which internaAonal agreements support each right, the
internaAonal agreements are listed in reverse chronological order (ie the relevant text of the most
recent agreement is cited ﬁrst). Where the clause of an agreement might be deemed to cover more
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than one right, it is repeated in each of the relevant rights’ secAons. The dates given for the various
internaAonal agreements are those of adopAon, rather than the date of entry into force.
Note that the absence of some of the set of rights might compromise the eﬀecAveness of the
community forests even where they are possible at all. For example, in Cameroon, it could be said
that the state fulﬁlled some of its obligaAons by adopAng legislaAon and procedures in 1994 and
1998 allowing for community forests to be established with, in theory, appropriate levels of
consultaAon, but this was not accompanied by the a[ribuAon of adequate territorial rights or
cultural rights. Hence, community forests could only be of a very limited size, in certain locaAons,
and did not necessarily relate to the customary lands of communiAes and thus their cultural
pracAces – and thus proved to be highly problemaAc and, for most part, non-viable in terms of
sustaining livelihoods.7
Following this introducAon, some deﬁniAons are considered – especially, in detail, that of the term
‘community forest management’’ itself. Following the main secAons on the rights, some conclusions
and recommendaAons are provided.

2.4 Definitions
Note that each of the main type of rights inspected in this report are described or deﬁned in the
relevant chapters on those rights below.
‘Community forest management’: this is deﬁned by Friends of the Earth as:
“The poli8cal control by communi8es over their territories and resources through horizontal
decision making processes that include transparency and accountability towards the rest of the
community. CFM is not limited to the forest and the 8mber in them. It is holis8c because it
involves the adequate and planned use of water, of sacred places and biodiversity. It is not
limited either to poli8cal management, given that it also involves aspects related to
appropriate technologies, ancestral knowledge and community prac8ces of organized planning
and use of resources.”8
‘Peasant: this an important concept as it is the subject of a UN DeclaraAon which potenAally has
much bearing on the case for CFM. The UN DeclaraAon of the Rights of Peasants and Other People
Working in Rural Areas deﬁnes such people as:
“1. For the purposes of the present Declara8on, a peasant is any person who engages or who
seeks to engage alone, or in associa8on with others or as a community, in small-scale
agricultural produc8on for subsistence and/or for the market, and who relies signiﬁcantly,
though not necessarily exclusively, on family or household labour and other non-mone8zed
ways of organizing labour, and who has a special dependency on and aVachment to the land.
2. The present Declara8on applies to any person engaged in ar8sanal or small-scale
agriculture, crop plan8ng, livestock raising, pastoralism, ﬁshing, forestry, hun8ng or gathering,
and handicraWs related to agriculture or a related occupa8on in a rural area. It also applies to
dependent family members of peasants.”
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This deﬁniAon would this likely embrace many who are presently engaged in CFM or are likely to be
in the future.
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3. Obligations of States
3.1 Meaning
By becoming parAes to internaAonal treaAes, States assume obligaAons and duAes under
internaAonal law. In that sense, the various treaAes referred to in this report convey all the
obligaAons set out in it to the parAes to it. However, what this secAon focuses on are the speciﬁc
clauses within the relevant agreements which compel or implore states to ensure proper
implementaAon of the agreement, omen in speciﬁc ways.
It has to be noted though that not all of the internaAonal agreements considered in the report have
the status of internaAonal treaty. Those such as UN DeclaraAon of the Rights of Peasants and UN
DeclaraAon on the Rights if Indigenous People are not legally binding but “represent the dynamic
development of interna8onal legal norms and reﬂect the commitment of states to move in certain
direc8ons, abiding by certain principles”.9 Others, such as the FAO Guidelines on Responsible
Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests are essenAally normaAve documents which
establish a set of standards of best pracAce, normally agreed through an internaAonal consultaAve
process, but which do not place any formal obligaAons on States.

3.2 Relevance to community forests
ObligaAons of States can be very general in terms of sepng a policy or insAtuAonal context in which
speciﬁc rights or the provisions of internaAonal agreements have to be applied. No single
internaAonal agreement has placed a legal obligaAon on states to create community forests – though
the combinaAon of several of them would clearly make a convincing case for this. Many of the
‘obligaAon’ clauses referred to below are thus best understood in conjuncAon with other more
speciﬁc clauses within the same agreements, which are set out in the following secAons in this
report.

3.3 Relevant Obligations of States in international agreements and
norms
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Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

2.1 States shall respect, protect and fulﬁl the rights of peasants and
other people working in rural areas. They shall promptly take legislaAve,
administraAve and other appropriate steps to achieve progressively the
full realizaAon of the rights of the present DeclaraAon that cannot be
immediately guaranteed.

UNPFII, undated
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2.4 States shall take all necessary measures to ensure that non-State
actors that they are in a posiAon to regulate, such as private individuals
and organizaAons, and transnaAonal corporaAons and other business
enterprises, respect and strengthen the rights of peasants and other
people working in rural areas.
9.3 States shall take appropriate measures to encourage the
establishment of organizaAons of peasants and other people working in
rural areas, including unions, cooperaAves or other organizaAons,
parAcularly with a view to eliminaAng obstacles to their establishment.
17.3 States shall take appropriate measures to provide legal recogniAon
for land tenure rights, including customary land tenure rights not
currently protected by law, recognizing the existence of diﬀerent
models and systems. States shall protect legiAmate tenure and ensure
that peasants and other people working in rural areas are not arbitrarily
or unlawfully evicted and that their rights are not otherwise
exAnguished or infringed. States shall recognize and protect the natural
commons and their related systems of collecAve use and management.
18. States shall protect peasants and other people working in rural
areas against abuses by non-State actors, including by enforcing
environmental laws that contribute, directly or indirectly, to the
protecAon of the rights of peasants or other people working in rural
areas.
FAO Voluntary
Guidelines on the
Responsible
Governance of Tenure
of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context of
Na5onal Food Security

4.4 Based on an examinaAon of tenure rights in line with naAonal law,
States should provide legal recogniAon for legiAmate tenure rights not
currently protected by law… All forms of tenure should provide all
persons with a degree of tenure security which guarantees legal
protecAon against forced evicAons that are inconsistent with States’
exisAng obligaAons under naAonal and internaAonal law, and against
harassment and other threats.
4.10 States should welcome and facilitate the parAcipaAon of users of
land, ﬁsheries and forests in order to be fully involved in a parAcipatory
process of tenure governance, inter alia, formulaAon and
implementaAon of policy and law and decisions on territorial
development, as appropriate to the roles of State and non-state actors,
and in line with naAonal law and legislaAon.
5.3 States should ensure that policy, legal and organizaAonal
frameworks for tenure governance recognize and respect, in
accordance with naAonal laws, legiAmate tenure rights including
legiAmate customary tenure rights that are not currently protected by
law; and facilitate, promote and protect the exercise of tenure rights.
Frameworks should reﬂect the social, cultural, economic and
environmental signiﬁcance of land, ﬁsheries and forests.
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6.3 States should provide prompt, accessible and non-discriminatory
services to protect tenure rights, to promote and facilitate the
enjoyment of those rights, and to resolve disputes. States should
eliminate unnecessary legal and procedural requirements and strive to
overcome barriers related to tenure rights. States should review
services of implemenAng agencies and judicial authoriAes, and
introduce improvements where required.
6.6 States and other parAes should consider addiAonal measures to
support vulnerable or marginalized groups who could not otherwise
access administraAve and judicial services. These measures should
include legal support, such as aﬀordable legal aid, and may also include
the provision of services of paralegals or para-surveyors, and mobile
services for remote communiAes and mobile indigenous peoples.
8.3 NoAng that there are publicly-owned land, ﬁsheries and forests that
are collecAvely used and managed (in some naAonal contexts referred
to as commons), States should, where applicable, recognize and protect
such publicly-owned land, ﬁsheries and forests and their related
systems of collecAve use and management, including in processes of
allocaAon by the State.
8.7 States should develop and publicize policies covering the allocaAon
of tenure rights to others and, where appropriate, the delegaAon of
responsibiliAes for tenure governance. Policies for allocaAon of tenure
rights should be consistent with broader social, economic and
environmental objecAves. Local communiAes that have tradiAonally
used the land, ﬁsheries and forests should receive due consideraAon in
the reallocaAon of tenure rights.
8.9 States should allocate tenure rights and delegate tenure governance
in transparent, parAcipatory ways, using simple procedures that are
clear, accessible and understandable to all, especially to indigenous
peoples and other communiAes with customary tenure systems.
InformaAon in applicable languages should be provided to all potenAal
parAcipants, including through gender-sensiAve messages.
FAO Voluntary
Guidelines to Support
the Progressive
Realiza5on of the Right
to Adequate Food in the
Context of Na5onal
Food Security (2005)

8.1 States should facilitate sustainable, non-discriminatory and secure
access and uAlizaAon of resources consistent with their naAonal law
and with internaAonal law and protect the assets that are important for
people’s livelihoods. States should respect and protect the rights of
individuals with respect to resources such as land, water, forests,
ﬁsheries and livestock without any discriminaAon. Where necessary and
appropriate, States should carry out land reforms and other policy
reforms consistent with their human rights obligaAons and in
accordance with the rule of law in order to secure eﬃcient and
equitable access to land and to strengthen pro-poor growth. Special
a[enAon may be given to groups such as pastoralists and indigenous
people and their relaAon to natural resources.
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4.10 States should welcome and facilitate the parAcipaAon of users of
land, ﬁsheries and forests in order to be fully involved in a parAcipatory
process of tenure governance, inter alia, formulaAon and
implementaAon of policy and law and decisions on territorial
development, as appropriate to the roles of State and non-state actors,
and in line with naAonal law and legislaAon.
Declara5on on the Right 2.3 States have the right and the duty to formulate appropriate naAonal
to Development
development policies that aim at the constant improvement of the wellbeing of the enAre populaAon and of all individuals, on the basis of
their acAve, free and meaningful parAcipaAon in development and in
the fair distribuAon of the beneﬁts resulAng therefrom.
Interna5onal Covenant 1.3 The States ParAes to the present Covenant, including those having
on Economic, Social and responsibility for the administraAon of Non-Self-Governing and Trust
Cultural Rights
Territories, shall promote the realizaAon of the right of selfdeterminaAon, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the
and
provisions of the Charter of the United NaAons.
Interna5onal Covenant
on Civil and Poli5cal
Rights

Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples

Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

8. States shall provide eﬀecAve mechanisms for prevenAon of, and
redress for:
(a) Any acAon which has the aim or eﬀect of depriving them of their
integrity as disAnct peoples, or of their cultural values or ethnic
idenAAes;
(b) Any acAon which has the aim or eﬀect of dispossessing them of their
lands, territories or resources.
21.2 States shall take eﬀecAve measures and, where appropriate,
special measures to ensure conAnuing improvement of their economic
and social condiAons. ParAcular a[enAon shall be paid to the rights and
special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons
with disabiliAes.
26.3 States shall give legal recogniAon and protecAon
to these [indigenous] lands, territories and resources. Such recogniAon
shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, tradiAons and land
tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.

13

ILO Conven5on 169

2.1. Governments shall have the responsibility for developing, with the
parAcipaAon of the peoples concerned, co-ordinated and systemaAc
acAon to protect the rights of these peoples and to guarantee respect
for their integrity.
18. Adequate penalAes shall be established by law for unauthorised
intrusion upon, or use of, the lands of the peoples concerned, and
governments shall take measures to prevent such oﬀences.
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4. Rights to self-determination
4.1 Meaning
The principle of self determinaAon was ﬁrst recognised in ArAcle 1 of the founding charter of the
United NaAons in 1945.10 According to one deﬁniAon it is “the right of a people to determine its own
des8ny. In par8cular, the principle allows a people to choose its own poli8cal status and to determine
its own form of economic, cultural and social development”.11 The term was iniAally intended to
apply to the rights of peoples to form, or associate with, an independent state, parAcularly in the
context of decolonisaAon.12 The right was reinforced in the 1966 InternaAonal Covenant on Civil and
PoliAcal Rights (ICCPR), in which the use of the phrase ‘all peoples’ (instead of ‘everyone’) indicates
that the right to self-determinaAon is a collecAve right, that is applicable to only a ‘people’, not to
individuals.13 Whilst the outcome of a claim to self determinaAon will depend on the aptude of
governments, the right of process of self determinaAon is broadly recognised and belongs to peoples
and not solely to states or governments.14

4.2 Relevance to community forests
Importantly, as stated in the ICCPR, the right to self-determinaAon has economic content which gives
peoples the right to freely “dispose of their natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any
obliga8ons arising out of interna8onal economic coopera8on, based upon the principle of mutual
beneﬁt, and interna8onal law.” Similarly, the 1986 DeclaraAon on the Right to Development refers to
“The human right to development also implies the full realiza8on of the right of peoples to selfdetermina8on, which includes…the exercise of their inalienable right to full sovereignty over all their
natural wealth and resources”.
A key consideraAon is the extent to which the right to self determinaAon applies to groups within
naAons (i.e ‘internally’). In 1996 the UN Commi[ee on EliminaAon of Racial DiscriminaAon (CERD)
stated that “The right to self-determina8on of peoples has an internal aspect, that is to say, the rights
of all peoples to pursue freely their economic, social and cultural development without outside
interference” (though noAng that this cannot be construed “as authorizing or encouraging any ac8on
which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or poli8cal unity of
sovereign and independent States”).15 Whilst there are no agreed UN deﬁniAons of (internal)
‘peoples’, the principle of right to self determinaAon for indigenous peoples was established in the
2007 UN DeclaraAon on the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP), whilst a speciﬁc aspect of
determinaAon was also included in the 2018 UN DeclaraAon on the Rights of Peasants.
Other than for indigenous people, the right to self determinaAon does not in itself confer any rights
for communiAes or members of it to make a case for CFM. However, the principle of self
10
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determinaAon over the use of resources, taken with other rights, can be used as a moral case for
devolvement of authority over forest resources where they are otherwise solely retained by the
state. The principle of self-determinaAon of development strategies and economic acAviAes, through
CFM, might generally be more acceptable to governments, though of course this depends on
whether this would conﬂict with other economic acAviAes (such as large-scale industrial logging or
conversion to agro-industrial crops) which the state would consider to be of higher naAonal - or
some other – priority.

4.3 Rights to self-determination in international agreements and norms
Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

3.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
determine and develop prioriAes and strategies to exercise their right
to development.
9.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
form and join organizaAons, trade unions, cooperaAves or any other
organizaAon or associaAon of their own choosing for the protecAon of
their interests, and to bargain collecAvely. Such organizaAons shall be
independent and voluntary in character, and remain free from all
interference, coercion or repression.
9.3 States shall take appropriate measures to encourage the
establishment of organizaAons of peasants and other people working
in rural areas, including unions, cooperaAves or other organizaAons,
parAcularly with a view to eliminaAng obstacles to their establishment.

Declara5on on the
Right to Development

1.2 The human right to development also implies the full realizaAon of
the right of peoples to self-determinaAon, which includes, subject to
the relevant provisions of both InternaAonal Covenants on Human
Rights, the exercise of their inalienable right to full sovereignty over all
their natural wealth and resources.

Interna5onal Covenant 1.1 All peoples have the right of self-determinaAon. By virtue of that
on Economic, Social and right they freely determine their poliAcal status and freely pursue their
Cultural Rights
economic, social and cultural development.
and
Interna5onal Covenant
on Civil and Poli5cal
Rights

1.3 The States ParAes to the present Covenant, including those having
responsibility for the administraAon of Non-Self-Governing and Trust
Territories, shall promote the realizaAon of the right of selfdeterminaAon, and shall respect that right, in conformity with the
provisions of the Charter of the United NaAons.

Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples
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Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

3. Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determinaAon. By virtue of
that right they freely determine their poliAcal status and freely pursue
their economic, social and cultural development.
5. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their
disAnct poliAcal, legal, economic, social and cultural insAtuAons, while
retaining their right to parAcipate fully, if they so choose, in the
poliAcal, economic, social and cultural life of the State.
9. Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an
indigenous community or naAon, in accordance with the tradiAons and
customs of the community or naAon concerned. No discriminaAon
of any kind may arise from the exercise of such a right.
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5. Rights to Consultation
5.1 Meaning
Again, there is no clear or agreed deﬁniAon in the UN system of what consultaAon involves or
consists of, even though the term appears frequently in its documents. The concept has been tested
most closely in relaAon to indigenous people’s issues. The UN DeclaraAon on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples refers to it in ﬁve substanAve clauses whilst ArAcle 6(1) of ILO ConvenAon 169
concerning indigenous peoples sApulates that governments should: “Consult the peoples concerned,
through appropriate procedures and in par8cular through their representa8ve ins8tu8ons, whenever
considera8on is being given to legisla8ve or administra8ve measures which may aﬀect them
directly”.
The speciﬁc meaning of ‘consultaAon’ has nevertheless remained much open to interpretaAon, as
did the concept more broadly applied to ‘non-indigenous’ communiAes. Omen the term ‘meaningful’
precedes the word consultaAon, thus emphasising that the process of informing and gathering
opinions from other parAes should result in the possibility of changes in any previous intenAons or
policies – otherwise the consultaAon is meaningless or merely tokenisAc. The 1997 New Zealand
Ministry of JusAce’s Guide for ConsultaAon with Mäori noted that “Consulta8on is not just a process
of exchanging informa8on. It also entails tes8ng and being prepared to amend policy proposals in
the light of informa8on received, and providing feedback.”16
The term ‘in good faith’ omen follows ‘consultaAon’. ArAcle 6(2) of the ILO 169 speciﬁes that
“consulta8ons carried out in applica8on of this Conven8on shall be undertaken, in good faith and in a
form appropriate to the circumstances, with the objec8ve of achieving agreement or consent to the
proposed measures.” This reﬂects the concern that a simple process of informing a community of an
intended course of acAon, and ‘listening’ to the response, could for example be a use of
‘consultaAon’ as a means of legiAmising a pre-determined outcome, without any real prior
willingness to change the course of acAon as a result.
In 2010, ILO’s Commi[ee of Experts on the ApplicaAon of ConvenAons and RecommendaAons
assessed in detail the meaning of consultaAon in the context of ConvenAon 169. The Commi[ee
concluded that:
“It was the inten8on of the draWers of the Conven8on that the obliga8on to consult under the
Conven8on was intended to mean that:
(1) consulta8ons must be formal, full and exercised in good faith; there must be a genuine
dialogue between governments and indigenous and tribal peoples characterized by
communica8on and understanding, mutual respect, good faith and the sincere wish to reach a
common accord;
(2) appropriate procedural mechanisms have to be put in place at the na8onal level and they
have to be in a form appropriate to the circumstances;
(3) consulta8ons have to be undertaken through indigenous and tribal peoples’ representa8ve
ins8tu8ons as regards legisla8ve and administra8ve measures;
16
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(4) consulta8ons have to be undertaken with the objec8ve of reaching agreement
or consent to the proposed measures.”17
The Commi[ee also noted that:
“It is clear from the above that pro forma consulta8ons or mere informa8on would not meet
the requirements of the Conven8on. At the same 8me, such consulta8ons do not imply a right
to veto, nor is the result of such consulta8ons necessarily the reaching of agreement or
consent.” 18
The closely related term ‘free prior and informed consent’ (FPIC, which occurs in six substanAve
clauses in UNDRIP) is also helpful in understanding the meaning of consultaAon, especially as it
applies to indigenous people. The required consent from indigenous people (such as, per UNDRIP, for
any projects or policies which impact their territories) should not involve any form of manipulaAon
or coercion (i.e., be ‘free’), should involve consultaAon conducted suﬃciently in advance of any
authorizaAon or commencement of acAviAes (‘prior’) and should be based on the potenAally
aﬀected people being provided with complete, objecAve, accessible, clear, consistent, and accurate
informaAon, delivered in the local language and in a culturally appropriate format (‘informed’).19
However, it should be noted that that the consultaAon is not and end in itself (as once encapsulated
by the World Bank-proposed modiﬁcaAon of the term to ‘free prior and informed consultaAon’20) but
is part of a process in which those being consulted have the right to accept or decline the proposal.
The European Commission has published a set of Principles and minimum standards for its own
consultaAons which also provide helpful guidance on key elements of a meaningful consultaAon
process.21
Taking into account the deﬁniAonal work undertaken by ILO and others, a process of genuine
consultaAon means a process that:
➢ is formal, full, exercised in good faith and through mechanisms appropriate to the
circumstances and allow for constant feedback before during and amer the process;
➢ involves the government or local authoriAes;
➢ is clear about who is being consulted, why and how, the precise scope and Ameline of the
consultaAon, and what the outcomes will be;
➢ involves genuine dialogue between the government and those being consulted;
➢ involves mutual respect and the intent (objecAve) to reach a common accord;
➢ can be undertaken through representaAve insAtuAons, especially where major policy
changes are being considered;
➢ occurs at a stage before decisions and can serve to inﬂuence those decisions;
➢ is transparent, based up full provision of all relevant informaAon, including about how
outcomes will be made available at every stage.
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Whilst, other than for indigenous peoples, the internaAonal basis for a right of communiAes to
consultaAon is limited, the general approach and standards set out above provide some guidance on
what consultaAon should actually consist of.

5.2 Relevance to community forests
The existence of consultaAve processes can be very important in the development and maintenance
of community forests. Despite being of proven beneﬁt in sustaining or increasing tree cover in many
countries, the policy presumpAon for areas intended to be retained (especially those with extensive
natural forests) or put under forest cover remains mostly the extracAve exploitaAon of Amber for
most of the area, and more or less strict state-run conservaAon in most of the rest. In very few
counAes has CFM been tested and accepted at scale, and in most it tends to be treated with
scepAcism or is outright opposed by the authoriAes.
Whether at the naAonal policy level or in terms of designaAon and allocaAon of speciﬁc areas of
forest or land, CFM tends to be an amerthought at best. Where many forest communiAes lack
speciﬁc tenure rights (such as most of Africa, parts of southeast Asia and undesignated indigenous
lands in LaAn America), the opAon of CFM might not even be considered.
Processes of meaningful consultaAon with such communiAes might be criAcal in changing this
situaAon. Such consultaAon might relate to circumstances involving:
➢ DeterminaAon of naAonal or sub-naAonal policy, regulaAons and norms related to CFM;
➢ DeterminaAon of use of speciﬁc areas of forests or potenAally aﬀorested land for CFM, or
otherwise, where communiAes already inhabit them or have some legiAmate claim over or
associaAon with them.
➢ DeterminaAon of what type of condiAons might apply (such as potenAal size and locaAon,
management regime, governance structures etc.) where community control can or will
become possible.
➢ In the speciﬁc case of indigenous people, consultaAon must be undertaken where any
projects or policies might have an impact on their territories.

5.3: Relevant rights to consultation in international agreements and
norms
Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

2.3 States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with peasants and
other people working in rural areas through their own representaAve
insAtuAons, engaging with and seeking the support of peasants and
other people working in rural areas who could be aﬀected by decisions
before those decisions are made, and responding to their
contribuAons, taking into consideraAon exisAng power imbalances
between diﬀerent parAes and ensuring acAve, free, eﬀecAve,
meaningful and informed parAcipaAon of individuals and groups in
associated decision-making processes.
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5.2 States shall take measures to ensure that any exploitaAon aﬀecAng
the natural resources that peasants and other people working in rural
areas tradiAonally hold or use is permi[ed based on, but not limited
to:
(a) A duly conducted social and environmental impact
assessment;
(b) ConsultaAons in good faith, in accordance with arAcle 2 (3) of
the present DeclaraAon;
(c) ModaliAes for the fair and equitable sharing of the beneﬁts of
such exploitaAon that have been established on mutually agreed
terms between those exploiAng the natural resources and the
peasants and other people working in rural areas.
10.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
acAve and free parAcipaAon, directly and/or through their
representaAve organizaAons, in the preparaAon and implementaAon of
policies, programmes and projects that may aﬀect their lives, land and
livelihoods.
10.2 States shall promote the parAcipaAon, directly and/or through
their representaAve organizaAons, of peasants and other people
working in rural areas in decision-making processes that may aﬀect
their lives, land and livelihoods; this includes respecAng the
establishment and growth of strong and independent organizaAons of
peasants.
FAO Voluntary
Guidelines on the
Responsible
Governance of Tenure
of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context
of Na5onal Food
Security

3B. These principles of implementaAon are essenAal to contribute to
responsible governance of tenure of land, ﬁsheries and forests:
6. ConsultaAon and parAcipaAon: engaging with and seeking
the support of those who, having legiAmate tenure rights,
could be aﬀected by decisions, prior to decisions being taken,
and responding to their contribuAons; taking into
consideraAon exisAng power imbalances between diﬀerent
parAes and ensuring acAve, free, eﬀecAve, meaningful and
informed parAcipaAon of individuals and groups in associated
decision-making processes.
4.10 States should welcome and facilitate the parAcipaAon of users of
land, ﬁsheries and forests in order to be fully involved in a parAcipatory
process of tenure governance, inter alia, formulaAon and
implementaAon of policy and law and decisions on territorial
development, as appropriate to the roles of State and non-state actors,
and in line with naAonal law and legislaAon.
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7.3 Where States intend to recognize or allocate tenure rights, they
should ﬁrst idenAfy all exisAng tenure rights and right holders, whether
recorded or not. Indigenous peoples and other communiAes with
customary tenure systems, smallholders and anyone else who could be
aﬀected should be included in the consultaAon process, consistent
with paragraphs 3B.6 and 9.9.
8.9 States should allocate tenure rights and delegate tenure
governance in transparent, parAcipatory ways, using simple
procedures that are clear, accessible and understandable to all,
especially to indigenous peoples and other communiAes with
customary tenure systems. InformaAon in applicable languages should
be provided to all potenAal parAcipants, including through gendersensiAve messages.
20.2 States should develop through consultaAon and parAcipaAon, and
publicize, gender-sensiAve policies and laws on regulated spaAal
planning. Where appropriate, formal planning systems should consider
methods of planning and territorial development used by indigenous
peoples and other communiAes with customary tenure systems, and
decision-making processes within those communiAes.

UNFCCC, Cancun
Agreements

Appendix 1, ArAcle 2:
When undertaking the acAviAes referred to in paragraph 70 of this
decision [REDD+], the following safeguards should be promoted and
supported:
(d) The full and eﬀecAve parAcipaAon of relevant stakeholders, in
parAcular indigenous peoples and local communiAes, in the
acAons referred to in paragraphs 70 and 72 of this decision.

Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples

Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

32.2 States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the
indigenous peoples concerned through their own representaAve
insAtuAons in order to obtain their free and informed consent
prior to the approval of any project aﬀecAng their lands or territories
and other resources, parAcularly in connecAon with the development,
uAlizaAon or exploitaAon of mineral, water or other resources.
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ILO Conven5on 169

6.1 In applying the provisions of this ConvenAon, governments shall:
(a) consult the peoples concerned, through appropriate procedures
and in parAcular through their representaAve insAtuAons, whenever
consideraAon is being given to legislaAve or administraAve measures
which may aﬀect them directly;
(b) establish means by which these peoples can freely parAcipate, to at
least the same extent as other sectors of the populaAon, at all levels of
decision-making in elecAve insAtuAons and administraAve and other
bodies responsible for policies and programmes which concern them.
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6. Territorial rights
6.1 Meaning
Territorial rights can be said to be a composite of the right of jurisdic8on, the right to the territory's
resources and the right to control borders.22 In United NaAons parlance, ‘territorial rights’ typically
refers to the rights of states. (It is also a term applying in commercial law wherein private companies
agree to work within speciﬁc geographical limits).
In the sense in which it is used in this report, it relates more generally to those rights applied at the
sub-naAonal level in relaAon to deﬁned areas of forest or land. The right of jurisdicAon relates to the
ability of communiAes to determine what rules apply within the deﬁned area. Clearly, this right
applies only to deﬁned areas of human acAvity, normally as set out in relevant (community forest)
legislaAon. Typically, it would apply to the forest management regime (though probably within statedetermined parameters), and possibly to beneﬁt-distribuAon rules, governance structures and
sancAons applied within the community for non-compliance.
The right to the territory’s resources typically involves an exclusive right to use and beneﬁt from the
bioAc or other above-ground resources, including wood, plants and wildlife. Below-ground resources
such as minerals would typically remain the property of the state. Some rules of non-exclusivity
might also apply to water bodies within the territory, especially where these also act as a resource to
neighbouring or downstream populaAons. Typically, there might be state-determined rules
regulaAng how much of any given resource can be exploited at any given Ame (such as would be
expressed in government-approved community forest management plans), or obligaAons to
regenerate or create new resources (such as in replanAng). In some cases, community forests as
deﬁned in this report might involve some form of resource-sharing, such as in transiAonal
arrangements with private landowners.
The right to control borders applies only in a limited sense in relaAon to community forests. In cases
of be[er pracAce, the borders of the ‘territory’ will have been determined through a parAcipatory
process in which the community itself determines where the boundaries are (omen in agreement
with neighbouring communiAes or other landusers), and the ‘border’ operates primarily to
determine the area within which exclusivity of resource use pertains. It might involve restricAons on
whether outsiders can se[le within the area. It would not necessarily convey any control over rights
of access or passage through the area, though there might be a[empts to enforce such restricAons if
it is felt that resource exclusivity might otherwise be compromised.

6.2 Relevance to community forests
‘Territorial rights’ are clearly a key set of rights in relaAon to CFM and without them any formal form
of community-based forest management is likely to be very diﬃcult. In pracAce, such rights are
usually achieved through tenure agreements of one kind or another – ranging from outright
ownership, to speciﬁc territorial designaAon (such as for indigenous peoples’ territories), to what are
eﬀecAvely formal leasing arrangements from governments (such as applies in some countries in
Africa) or other (weaker) arrangements such as designaAon within formal but non-legally binding
land use plans or zoning.
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The strength of the tenure tends to be a key factor in determining the outcomes of community
forests. As the leading Dutch forestry research and think-tank organisaAon Tropenbos has noted in a
study on the outcomes and condiAons for success of CFM, “Tenure insecurity is detrimental to
livelihood and conserva8on objec8ves. Under certain condi8ons, the formaliza8on of community
rights to forests can help to achieve conserva8on and livelihood objec8ves, while also increasing local
people’s self-determina8on.”23 Key condiAons for success of tenure formalisaAon are the ability of
communiAes to drive the process and the willingness of other actors to respect them and the
government to enforce them. That said, there can also be a case for “good enough” tenure rights:
DRC might be a case in point, where community forests are issued only as a ‘concession’ by the state
to the applicant community, but nevertheless confer suﬃcient security that communiAes have been
very keen to obtain them.
Resource rights can also play a very important role. Unfortunately, in pracAce, CFM has tended to be
more restricAve than allowing exclusive right over all forest resources. For example, a 2011
assessment found that, despite some form of recognized community tenure rights in 45 forest
countries surveyed (comprising 90% of the world’s forest area), “only 15 countries aﬀorded
communiAes commercial Amber rights.” 24 Such restricAons can severely hamper the viability of
community forests as a proﬁtable and sustainable opportunity for communiAes.

6.3 Relevant ‘territorial’ rights in international agreements and norms
Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

5.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
have access to and to use in a sustainable manner the natural
resources present in their communiAes that are required to enjoy
adequate living condiAons, in accordance with arAcle 28 of the present
DeclaraAon. They also have the right to parAcipate in the management
of these resources.
5.2 States shall take measures to ensure that any exploitaAon aﬀecAng
the natural resources that peasants and other people working in rural
areas tradiAonally hold or use is permi[ed based on, but not limited
to:
(a) A duly conducted social and environmental impact
assessment;
(b) ConsultaAons in good faith, in accordance with arAcle 2 (3) of
the present DeclaraAon;
(c) ModaliAes for the fair and equitable sharing of the beneﬁts of
such exploitaAon that have been established on mutually agreed
terms between those exploiAng the natural resources and the
peasants and other people working in rural areas.
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17.1 Peasants and other people living in rural areas have the right to
land, individually and/or collecAvely, in accordance with arAcle 28 of
the present DeclaraAon, including the right to have access to,
sustainably use and manage land and the water bodies, coastal seas,
ﬁsheries, pastures and forests therein, to achieve an adequate
standard of living, to have a place to live in security, peace and dignity
and to develop their cultures.
17.3 States shall take appropriate measures to provide legal
recogniAon for land tenure rights, including customary land tenure
rights not currently protected by law, recognizing the existence of
diﬀerent models and systems. States shall protect legiAmate tenure
and ensure that peasants and other people working in rural areas are
not arbitrarily or unlawfully evicted and that their rights are not
otherwise exAnguished or infringed. States shall recognize and protect
the natural commons and their related systems of collecAve use and
management.
17.4 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
be protected against arbitrary and unlawful displacement from their
land or place of habitual residence, or from other natural resources
used in their acAviAes and necessary for the enjoyment of adequate
living condiAons.
18.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
the conservaAon and protecAon of the environment and the
producAve capacity of their lands, and of the resources that they use
and manage.
18.5 States shall protect peasants and other people working in rural
areas against abuses by non-State actors, including by enforcing
environmental laws that contribute, directly or indirectly, to the
protecAon of the rights of peasants or other people working in rural
areas.
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FAO Voluntary
Guidelines on the
Responsible
Governance of Tenure
of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context
of Na5onal Food
Security

3A.1.1 States should:
1. Recognize and respect all legiAmate tenure right holders and their
rights. They should take reasonable measures to idenAfy, record and
respect legiAmate tenure right holders and their rights, whether
formally recorded or not; to refrain from infringement of tenure rights
of others; and to meet the duAes associated with tenure rights.
2. Safeguard legiAmate tenure rights against threats and infringements.
They should protect tenure right holders against the arbitrary loss of
their tenure rights, including forced evicAons that are inconsistent with
their exisAng obligaAons under naAonal and internaAonal law.
3. Promote and facilitate the enjoyment of legiAmate tenure rights.
They should take acAve measures to promote and facilitate the full
realizaAon of tenure rights or the making of transacAons with the
rights, such as ensuring that services are accessible to all.
3.2 Non-state actors including business enterprises have a
responsibility to respect human rights and legiAmate tenure rights.
4.4 Based on an examinaAon of tenure rights in line with naAonal law,
States should provide legal recogniAon for legiAmate tenure rights not
currently protected by law… All forms of tenure should provide all
persons with a degree of tenure security which guarantees legal
protecAon against forced evicAons that are inconsistent with States’
exisAng obligaAons under naAonal and internaAonal law, and against
harassment and other threats.
7.3 Where States intend to recognize or allocate tenure rights, they
should ﬁrst idenAfy all exisAng tenure rights and right holders, whether
recorded or not. Indigenous peoples and other communiAes with
customary tenure systems, smallholders and anyone else who could be
aﬀected should be included in the consultaAon process, consistent
with paragraphs 3B.6 and 9.9. States should provide access to jusAce,
consistent with paragraph 4.9 if people believe their tenure rights are
not recognized.
8.2 Where States own or control land, ﬁsheries and forests, the
legiAmate tenure rights of individuals and communiAes, including
where applicable those with customary tenure systems, should be
recognized, respected and protected, consistent with exisAng
obligaAons under naAonal and internaAonal law, and with due regard
to voluntary commitments under applicable regional and internaAonal
instruments.
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8.3 NoAng that there are publicly-owned land, ﬁsheries and forests
that are collecAvely used and managed (in some naAonal contexts
referred to as commons), States should, where applicable, recognize
and protect such publicly-owned land, ﬁsheries and forests and their
related systems of collecAve use and management, including in
processes of allocaAon by the State.
8.7 States should develop and publicize policies covering the allocaAon
of tenure rights to others and, where appropriate, the delegaAon of
responsibiliAes for tenure governance. Policies for allocaAon of tenure
rights should be consistent with broader social, economic and
environmental objecAves. Local communiAes that have tradiAonally
used the land, ﬁsheries and forests should receive due consideraAon in
the reallocaAon of tenure rights.
8.9 States should allocate tenure rights and delegate tenure
governance in transparent, parAcipatory ways, using simple
procedures that are clear, accessible and understandable to all,
especially to indigenous peoples and other communiAes with
customary tenure systems. InformaAon in applicable languages should
be provided to all potenAal parAcipants, including through gendersensiAve messages.
20.2 States should develop through consultaAon and parAcipaAon, and
publicize, gender-sensiAve policies and laws on regulated spaAal
planning. Where appropriate, formal planning systems should consider
methods of planning and territorial development used by indigenous
peoples and other communiAes with customary tenure systems, and
decision-making processes within those communiAes.
FAO Voluntary
Guidelines to Support
the Progressive
Realiza5on of the Right
to Adequate Food in
the Context of Na5onal
Food Security

8.1 States should facilitate sustainable, non-discriminatory and secure
access and uAlizaAon of resources consistent with their naAonal law
and with internaAonal law and protect the assets that are important
for people’s livelihoods. States should respect and protect the rights of
individuals with respect to resources such as land, water, forests,
ﬁsheries and livestock without any discriminaAon. Where necessary
and appropriate, States should carry out land reforms and other policy
reforms consistent with their human rights obligaAons and in
accordance with the rule of law in order to secure eﬃcient and
equitable access to land and to strengthen pro-poor growth. Special
a[enAon may be given to groups such as pastoralists and indigenous
people and their relaAon to natural resources.
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8.10 States should take measures to promote and protect the security
of land tenure, especially with respect to women, and poor and
disadvantaged segments of society, through legislaAon that protects
the full and equal right to own land and other property, including the
right to inherit. As appropriate, States should consider establishing
legal and other policy mechanisms, consistent with their internaAonal
human rights obligaAons and in accordance with the rule of law, that
advance land reform to enhance access for the poor and women. Such
mechanisms should also promote conservaAon and sustainable use of
land. Special consideraAon should be given to the situaAon of
indigenous communiAes.
Interna5onal Treaty on
Plant Gene5c Resources
for Food and
Agriculture

5.1 Each ContracAng Party shall, subject to naAonal legislaAon, and in
cooperaAon with other ContracAng ParAes where appropriate,
promote an integrated approach to the exploraAon, conservaAon and
sustainable use of plant geneAc resources for food and agriculture and
shall in parAcular, as appropriate:
d) Promote in situ conservaAon of wild crop relaAves and wild
plants for food producAon, including in protected areas, by
supporAng, inter alia, the eﬀorts of indigenous and local
communiAes.

African Charter on
Human and Peoples
Rights

21.1 All peoples shall freely dispose of their wealth and natural
resources. This right shall be exercised in the exclusive interest of the
people. In no case shall a people be deprived of it.
21.5 States parAes to the present Charter shall undertake to eliminate
all forms of foreign economic exploitaAon parAcularly that pracAced by
internaAonal monopolies so as to enable their peoples to fully beneﬁt
from the advantages derived from their naAonal resources.

Interna5onal Covenant 1.2 All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural
on Economic, Social and wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligaAons arising out
Cultural Rights
of internaAonal economic co-operaAon, based upon the principle of
mutual beneﬁt, and internaAonal law. In no case may a people be
and
deprived of its own means of subsistence.
Interna5onal Covenant
on Civil and Poli5cal
Rights
Universal declara5on of 17.1 Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in
human rights
associaAon with others.

Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples
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Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

10. Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands
or territories. No relocaAon shall take place without the free, prior and
informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and amer
agreement on just and fair compensaAon and, where possible, with
the opAon of return.
25. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their
disAncAve spiritual relaAonship with their tradiAonally owned or
otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal seas
and other resources and to uphold their responsibiliAes to future
generaAons in this regard.
26.1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and
resources which they have tradiAonally owned, occupied or otherwise
used or acquired.
26.2 Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and
control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason
of tradiAonal ownership or other tradiAonal occupaAon or use, as well
as those which they have otherwise acquired.
26.3 States shall give legal recogniAon and protecAon to these lands,
territories and resources. Such recogniAon shall be conducted with due
respect to the customs, tradiAons and land tenure systems of the
indigenous peoples concerned.
27. States shall establish and implement, in conjuncAon with
indigenous peoples concerned, a fair, independent, imparAal, open
and transparent process, giving due recogniAon to indigenous
peoples’ laws, tradiAons, customs and land tenure systems, to
recognize and adjudicate the rights of indigenous peoples pertaining to
their lands,
territories and resources, including those which were tradiAonally
owned or otherwise occupied or used. Indigenous peoples shall have
the right to parAcipate in this process.
29. Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservaAon and
protecAon of the environment and the producAve capacity of their
lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement
assistance programmes for indigenous peoples for such conservaAon
and protecAon, without discriminaAon.
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ILO Conven5on 169

14.1 The rights of ownership and possession of the peoples concerned
over the lands which they tradiAonally occupy shall be recognised. In
addiAon, measures shall be taken in appropriate cases to safeguard the
right of the peoples concerned to use lands not exclusively occupied by
them, but to which they have tradiAonally had access for their
subsistence and tradiAonal acAviAes. ParAcular a[enAon shall be paid
to the situaAon of nomadic peoples and shiming culAvators in this
respect.
14.2. Governments shall take steps as necessary to idenAfy the lands
which the peoples concerned tradiAonally occupy, and to guarantee
eﬀecAve protecAon of their rights of ownership and possession.
15.1 The rights of the peoples concerned to the natural resources
pertaining to their lands shall be specially safeguarded. These rights
include the right of these peoples to parAcipate in the use,
management and conservaAon of these resources.
17.1 Procedures established by the peoples concerned for the
transmission of land rights among members of these peoples shall be
respected.
17.3 Persons not belonging to these peoples shall be prevented from
taking advantage of their customs or of lack of understanding of the
laws on the part of their members to secure the ownership, possession
or use of land belonging to them.
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7. Rights to livelihoods/economic development
7.1 Meaning
Many deﬁniAons of livelihoods exist. One used as a working deﬁniAon by the United NaAons
Development Programme, and broadly shared by development organisaAons such as Care and
Oxfam25 derives from 1992, and is:
“A livelihood comprises the capabili8es, assets (including both material and social resources)
and ac8vi8es required for a means of living. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with
and recover from stress and shocks and maintain or enhance its capabili8es and assets both
now and in the future, while not undermining the natural resource base.”26
In the broad sense in which the term is used here, and in parAcular as applied to poor countries, the
term also relates to the right to development, a term for which the deﬁniAon has also spawned a
huge body of literature. As reﬂected in the UN’s Human Development Index, development relates to
the a[ainment of a long and healthy life, knowledge and a decent standard of living.27 This reﬂects
the wide understanding that “people and their capabili8es should be the ul8mate criteria for
assessing the development of a country, not economic growth alone”.28 Increasingly, freedom and
equity have been considered a characterisAc of development, which “must be judged by its impact
on people, not only by changes in their income but more generally in terms of their choices,
capabili8es and freedoms; and we should be concerned about the distribu8on of these
improvements, not just the simple average for a society.”29

7.2 Relevance to community forests
The generaAon of livelihoods and promoAon of sustainable development can be an important
argument in favour of CFM. According to the UN FAO, close to 1.6 billion people rely on forest
resources for their livelihoods.30 The World Bank has noted that “Forest resources directly contribute
to the livelihoods of some 90 percent of the 1.2 billion people living in extreme poverty.”31 Forestbased livelihoods can be provided through other means, but those in commercial logging tend to be
poorly paid, dangerous and unsustainable32, whereas commercial plantaAons tend to be highly
mechanised and capital intensive. Forest management orientated primarily towards conservaAon of
biodiversity or environmental services is omen claimed to generate employment and livelihoods,
though the evidence suggests this is moderate at best (in jobs such as park rangers, tourist guides,
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Carney, D, et al, 1999
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UNDP, undated, a.
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UNDP, undated, b.
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UNDP, undated, b.
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CGD, 2012
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FAO, 2015
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World Bank, 2002
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and the hospitality sector)33, whereas many livelihoods more widely can be compromised or
destroyed through restricAons on forest and land use.34
The distribuAonal aspects of a ‘right to development’ as implied in the deﬁniAon above can also be
important, and is supported in various internaAonal texts. Community forests typically generate
much more equitable income within society as a whole compared to, say, commercial logging or
strict nature conservaAon. Studies have shown that CFM can generate very signiﬁcant beneﬁts
locally.35 As noted at the start of this report, CFM typically implies equitable distribuAon within the
community as well.

7.3 Relevant rights to livelihoods/economic development in international
agreements and norms
Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

3.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
determine and develop prioriAes and strategies to exercise their right
to development.
5.2 States shall take measures to ensure that any exploitaAon aﬀecAng
the natural resources that peasants and other people working in rural
areas tradiAonally hold or use is permi[ed based on, but not limited
to:
(c) ModaliAes for the fair and equitable sharing of the beneﬁts of
such exploitaAon that have been established on mutually agreed
terms between those exploiAng the natural resources and the
peasants and other people working in rural areas.
11.3 States shall take appropriate measures to promote the access of
peasants and other people working in rural areas to a fair, imparAal
and appropriate system of evaluaAon and cerAﬁcaAon of the quality of
their products at the local, naAonal and internaAonal levels, and to
promote their parAcipaAon in its formulaAon.
13.3 States shall create an enabling environment with opportuniAes for
work for peasants and other people working in rural areas and their
families that provide remuneraAon allowing for an adequate standard
of living.
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See for example, Brockington et al, 2006
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See for example, Pyhälä, A et al, 2016
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See for example BCCFA, 2015
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16.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
an adequate standard of living for themselves and their families and to
facilitated access to the means of producAon necessary to achieve
them, including producAon tools, technical assistance, credit,
insurance and other ﬁnancial services. They also have the right to
engage freely, individually and/or collecAvely, in associaAon with
others or as a community, in tradiAonal ways of farming, ﬁshing,
livestock rearing and forestry and to develop community-based
commercializaAon systems.
16.4 States shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that their
rural development, agricultural, environmental, trade and investment
policies and programmes contribute eﬀecAvely to protecAng and
strengthening local livelihood opAons.
FAO Voluntary
Guidelines on the
Responsible
Governance of Tenure
of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context
of Na5onal Food
Security

15.6 Where States choose to implement redistribuAve reforms, they
should develop policies and laws, through parAcipatory processes, to
make them sustainable. States should ensure that policies and laws
assist beneﬁciaries, whether communiAes, families or individuals, to
earn an adequate standard of living from the land, ﬁsheries and forests
they acquire and ensure equal treatment of men and women in
redistribuAve reforms. States should revise policies that might inhibit
the achievement and sustainability of the intended eﬀects of the
redistribuAve reforms.

Nagoya Protocol on
Access to Gene5c
Resources and the Fair
and Equitable Sharing
of Beneﬁts Arising from
Their U5liza5on to the
Conven5on on
Biological Diversity

5.2 Each Party shall take legislaAve, administraAve or policy measures,
as appropriate, with the aim of ensuring that beneﬁts arising from the
uAlizaAon of geneAc resources that are held by indigenous and local
communiAes, in accordance with domesAc legislaAon regarding the
established rights of these indigenous and local communiAes over
these geneAc resources, are shared in a fair and equitable way with the
communiAes concerned, based on mutually agreed terms.

Interna5onal Treaty on
Plant Gene5c Resources
for Food and
Agriculture

5.1 (Culture/livelihoods/territory) Each ContracAng Party shall, subject
to naAonal legislaAon, and in cooperaAon with other ContracAng
ParAes where appropriate, promote an integrated approach to the
exploraAon, conservaAon and sustainable use of plant geneAc
resources for food and agriculture and shall in parAcular, as
appropriate:
d) Promote in situ conservaAon of wild crop relaAves and wild plants
for food producAon, including in protected areas, by supporAng, inter
alia, the eﬀorts of indigenous and local communiAes.

African Charter on
Human and Peoples
Rights

21.1 All peoples shall freely dispose of their wealth and natural
resources. This right shall be exercised in the exclusive interest of the
people. In no case shall a people be deprived of it.
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21.5 States parAes to the present Charter shall undertake to eliminate
all forms of foreign economic exploitaAon parAcularly that pracAced by
internaAonal monopolies so as to enable their peoples to fully beneﬁt
from the advantages derived from their naAonal resources.
22.1 All peoples shall have the right to their economic, social and
cultural development with due regard to their freedom and idenAty
and in the equal enjoyment of the common heritage of mankind.
Conven5on on the
Elimina5on of All Forms
of Discrimina5on
against Women

14.2 States ParAes shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discriminaAon against women in rural areas in order to ensure, on a
basis of equality of men and women, that they parAcipate in and
beneﬁt from rural development and, in parAcular, shall ensure to such
women the right:
(a) To parAcipate in the elaboraAon and implementaAon of
development planning at all levels;
(e) To organize self-help groups and co-operaAves in order to obtain
equal access to economic opportuniAes through employment or selfemployment

Interna5onal Covenant 1.2 All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural
on Economic, Social and wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligaAons arising out
Cultural Rights
of internaAonal economic co-operaAon, based upon the principle of
mutual beneﬁt, and internaAonal law. In no case may a people be
and
deprived of its own means of subsistence.
Interna5onal Covenant
on Civil and Poli5cal
Rights
Interna5onal Covenant
on Civil and Poli5cal
Rights

11.1 The States ParAes to the present Covenant recognize the right of
everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family,
including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the conAnuous
improvement of living condiAons. The States ParAes will take
appropriate steps to ensure the realizaAon of this right, recognizing to
this eﬀect the essenAal importance of internaAonal cooperaAon based
on free consent.

Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples

Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)
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UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

21.1 Indigenous peoples have the right, without discriminaAon, to the
improvement of their economic and social condiAons, including, inter
alia, in the areas of educaAon, employment, vocaAonal training and
retraining, housing, sanitaAon, health and social security.
23. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop
prioriAes and strategies for exercising their right to development.

ILO Conven5on 169

7.1 The peoples concerned shall have the right to decide their own
prioriAes for the process of development as it aﬀects their lives,
beliefs, insAtuAons and spiritual well-being and the lands they occupy
or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the extent possible, over
their own economic, social and cultural development. In addiAon, they
shall parAcipate in the formulaAon, implementaAon and evaluaAon of
plans and programmes for naAonal and regional development which
may aﬀect them directly.
7.2 The improvement of the condiAons of life and work and levels of
health and educaAon of the peoples concerned, with their
parAcipaAon and co-operaAon, shall be a ma[er of priority in plans for
the overall economic development of areas they inhabit. Special
projects for development of the areas in quesAon shall also be so
designed as to promote such improvement.
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8. Women’s rights
8.1 Meaning
Equal rights for women and men is embedded in the 1945 Charter of the United NaAons and several
key agreements which followed including the 1948 Universal DeclaraAon of Human Rights, and the
two subsequent InternaAonal Covenants that entered into force in 1976, on Civil and PoliAcal Rights,
and Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.36 In 1979, the UN adopted the ConvenAon on the
EliminaAon of All Forms of DiscriminaAon against Women, which deﬁned the meaning of
discriminaAon against women as:
“Any dis8nc8on, exclusion or restric8on made on the basis of sex which has the eﬀect or
purpose of impairing or nullifying the recogni8on, enjoyment or exercise by women,
irrespec8ve of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights
and fundamental freedoms in the poli8cal, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other ﬁeld.”37
In the parlance of the UN, women’s rights relate to overcoming the forms of discriminaAon set out in
this deﬁniAon.

8.2 Relevance to community forests
The role of women in CFM can be essenAal both in terms of saAsfying their economic needs, but also
in ensuring that CFM is successful and eﬀecAve. This is because:
➢ Women may have a speciﬁc reliance on forest products, including fuelwood and non-Amber
forest products, food stuﬀs, medicinal and cultural purposes;
➢ Women typically have parAcular responsibility for subsistence and family-related resources whereas men might typically focus on cash-generaAng resources;
➢ Women may hold speciﬁc knowledge about forest resources;
➢ Some forest resources (including speciﬁc tree species) may customarily have gender-speciﬁc
exploitaAon or management rights a[ached to them.38
One of the consequences of this is that the establishment of community forests may be the only, or
at least the most eﬀecAve, means of validaAng the full range of forest products and services.
Typically, for example, when natural forests are allocated for commercial logging, men may beneﬁt
from wages earned in exploiAng Amber, but non-Amber forest products normally managed by
women are eﬀecAvely a[ributed a zero value, and possibly destroyed by logging operaAons. Related
to previous secAon on livelihoods, management involving non-Amber forest products, usually by
women, can diversify the local economy and tends to create more jobs.39 The speciﬁc knowledge of
forest resources held by women can be lost where forest management becomes dominated enArely
by wood.
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ChrisAan, J, undated.
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Overall, women may have diﬀerent preferences to men as to the purpose and management of the
forest – perhaps, for example, preferring to ensure that ﬁrewood resources are managed more
conservaAvely for families’ own beneﬁt, rather than liquidaAng them more quickly for cash returns.40
It has been found for both Nepal and India that community forest groups “with a high propor8on of
women in their execu8ve commiVee (EC)—the principal decision-making body—show signiﬁcantly
greater improvements in forest condi8on in both regions.”41
Whilst the need to respect the rights of women can thus serve to strengthen the case for community
forests and improve the quality of it, there can sAll be a need to promote women’s rights within
CFM. Research suggests that women’s parAcipaAon in formal CFM in many countries, including
Cameroon, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Liberia, “remains subject to local norms which marginalise
women and focus power, decision-making roles and social status on men.”42 Similar problems have
been noted in Mexico.43
In order to overcome these problems, speciﬁc and very proacAve measures may need to be taken to
ensure that women’s rights to parAcipate in and beneﬁt equitably from community forest
management. For CFM to genuinely serve the interests of the community and to fulﬁl their full
potenAal, women have to play an equal role right from the incepAon of the iniAaAve, in applicaAons
to the government, overall governance, mapping and inventorising of resources, management
planning, allocaAon of tasks and roles, markeAng, training, distribuAon of beneﬁts etc.

8.3 Relevant women’s rights in international agreements and norms
Agreement
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Gaworecki, M., 2018

Text (with relevant clause number)
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United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

4.2 States shall ensure that peasant women and other women working
in rural areas enjoy without discriminaAon all the human rights and
fundamental freedoms set out in the present DeclaraAon and in other
internaAonal human rights instruments, including the rights:
(a) To parAcipate equally and eﬀecAvely in the formulaAon and
implementaAon of development planning at all levels;
(e) To organize self-help groups, associaAons and cooperaAves in
order to obtain equal access to economic opportuniAes through
employment or self-employment;
(f) To parAcipate in all community acAviAes;
(g) To have equal access to ﬁnancial services, agricultural credit
and loans, markeAng faciliAes and appropriate technology;
(h) To equal access to, use of and management of land and
natural resources, and to equal or priority treatment in land and
agrarian reform and in land rese[lement schemes;
(i) To decent employment, equal remuneraAon and social
protecAon beneﬁts, and to have access to income-generaAng
acAviAes.

FAO Voluntary
Guidelines on the
Responsible
Governance of Tenure
of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context
of Na5onal Food
Security

8.9 States should allocate tenure rights and delegate tenure
governance in transparent, parAcipatory ways, using simple
procedures that are clear, accessible and understandable to all,
especially to indigenous peoples and other communiAes with
customary tenure systems. InformaAon in applicable languages should
be provided to all potenAal parAcipants, including through gendersensiAve messages.

Conven5on on the
Elimina5on of All Forms
of Discrimina5on
against Women

14.2 States ParAes shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discriminaAon against women in rural areas in order to ensure, on a
basis of equality of men and women, that they parAcipate in and
beneﬁt from rural development and, in parAcular, shall ensure to such
women the right:

20.2 States should develop through consultaAon and parAcipaAon, and
publicize, gender-sensiAve policies and laws on regulated spaAal
planning. Where appropriate, formal planning systems should consider
methods of planning and territorial development used by indigenous
peoples and other communiAes with customary tenure systems, and
decision-making processes within those communiAes.

(a) To parAcipate in the elaboraAon and implementaAon of
development planning at all levels;
(e) To organize self-help groups and co-operaAves in order to
obtain equal access to economic opportuniAes through
employment or self employment.
Interna5onal Covenant 3. The States ParAes to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the
on Economic, Social and equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic,
Cultural Rights
social and cultural rights set forth in the present Covenant.
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Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples

Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

22.1 ParAcular a[enAon shall be paid to the rights and special needs of
indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with
disabiliAes
in the implementaAon of this DeclaraAon.
44. All the rights and freedoms recognized herein are equally
guaranteed to male and female indigenous individuals.
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9. Rights to culture and traditional knowledge
9.1 Meaning
This is one of the broad set of rights assessed in this report that has been least deﬁned and generally
least supported in internaAonal agreements. Although one of the fundamental human rights
agreement is enAtled the InternaAonal Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the text
actually has li[le to say about culture in the sense of “The dis8nc8ve customs, achievements,
products, outlook etc. of a society or group; the way of life of a society or group”.44 Wikipedia deﬁnes
cultural rights as:
“Human rights that aim at assuring the enjoyment of culture and its components in condi8ons
of equality, human dignity and non-discrimina8on. They are rights related to themes such as
language; cultural and ar8s8c produc8on; par8cipa8on in cultural life; cultural heritage;
intellectual property rights; author’s rights; minori8es and access to culture, among others”.45
The meaning and extent of culture – and rights to it - has most clearly been recognised in the context
of indigenous peoples. ArAcle 31 of UNDRIP states that indigenous people have the right to:
“maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, tradi8onal knowledge and
tradi8onal cultural expressions, as well as the manifesta8ons of their sciences, technologies
and cultures, including human and gene8c resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the
proper8es of fauna and ﬂora, oral tradi8ons, literatures, designs, sports and tradi8onal games
and visual and performing arts. They also have the right to maintain, control, protect and
develop their intellectual property over such cultural heritage, tradi8onal knowledge, and
tradi8onal cultural expressions.”
In relaAon to the right to pracAse and revitalize cultural tradiAons and customs, UNDRIP further
notes that:
“this includes the past, present and future manifesta8ons of their cultures, such as
archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and
performing arts and literature.”
The inclusion of ArAcle 8(j) in the ConvenAon on Biodiversity (CBD, see below) is generally held to
have been a signiﬁcant step forward in the internaAonal recogniAon of how “knowledge, innova8ons
and prac8ces of indigenous and local communi8es” is relevant to “the conserva8on and sustainable
use of biological diversity” (noAng that this is not limited only to indigenous people). Clearly, as much
of the world’s biodiversity is found in forests, most of them inhabited by people, there is thus a clear
connecAon between cultural rights and forest protecAon. A speciﬁc working group set up by the CBD
to develop the content of ArAcle 8(j) determined in 2009 that rights conferred to protect knowledge
can include:
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SOD, 1993
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Wikipedia, 2019
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“Rights to all components of the biocultural heritage associated with the tradi8onal knowledge
— including rights over the biodiversity, customary laws, cultural and spiritual values and lands
and waters tradi8onally occupied or used by indigenous and local communi8es.”46
Biocultural heritage in turn has been deﬁned as:
“The knowledge, innova8ons and prac8ces of Indigenous and local communi8es which are
oWen collec8vely held and are inextricably linked to tradi8onal resources and lands and waters
tradi8onally occupied by indigenous and local communi8es; including the diversity of genes,
varie8es, species and ecosystems; cultural and spiritual values; and customary laws shaped
within the socio-ecological context of communi8es”47

9.2 Relevance to community forests
A view on the relaAonship between forests and culture that is repeated many Ames over in similar
ways by indigenous leaders is that “the forest as an integral element of nature that corresponds to
the integrity of the cultural personality of the tribe.”48 UNDRIP notes the important role that culture
and cultural pracAces can play in environmental sustainability, recognising “that respect for
indigenous knowledge, cultures and tradi8onal prac8ces contributes to sustainable and equitable
development and proper management of the environment”.
ArAcle 31 of UNDRIP reproduced above provides helpful insight into culture and cultural pracAces of
any communiAes, parAcularly tradiAonal ones but not necessarily just indigenous people, that might
apply in relaAon to land and forest management. The wording of come clauses in the UN DeclaraAon
on the Rights of Peasants suggests that similar rights should apply to non-indigenous people as
indigenous people. ArAcle 20.2 of the DeclaraAon on the Rights of Peasants (see below) refers
speciﬁcally to the need for states to promote and protect “tradi8onal knowledge innova8on and
prac8ces of peasants and other people” working in forest management.
Cultural pracAces and tradiAonal knowledge can be important in:
➢ forest management and protecAon (including in ‘sacred forests’ and other culturally
important areas)
➢ forest culAvaAon systems (such as rotaAonal slash-and-burn farming), transplanAng,
enrichment etc
➢ forest resource and forest-land allocaAon (ie, within communiAes, and inter-generaAonally)
➢ agroforestry systems
➢ ﬁre management,
➢ forest ecosystem services’ maintenance, including watershed management
➢ forest wildlife management
➢ understanding of complex forest ecosystems, and speciﬁc species within in them.
In some, perhaps many, cases the retenAon of culture values and tradiAonal knowledge could only
be achieved through CFM, where communiAes themselves are able to design the management of a
given area of forest around their customary pracAces and tradiAonal knowledge. As such values and
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knowledge are omen passed on only orally49, it can be important that inter-generaAonal conAnuity of
presence in and on the land is maintained, and this can omen only be ensured through security of
tenure. As these pracAces and knowledge are likely to apply to a very speciﬁc area and speciﬁc
resources, it is important that the very geographical deﬁniAon of the area is determined by the
community.
The erosion and loss of tradiAonal knowledge and pracAces has “oWen had very serious nega8ve
consequences for the well-being of local and indigenous communi8es, and for forests, associated
ecosystems, their biodiversity, and capacity to produce environmental goods and services on a
sustainable basis”.50 Failure to recognise the cultural aspect and role of forests - parAcularly how
such pracAces may have fundamentally shaped biophysical forest landscapes51 – can result in
perverse policy prescripAons.52 Although it has been much lip-service and tokenisAc engagement,
promoters of the current major forest policy globally - REDD+ - have repeatedly stated that
“indigenous peoples, tradi8onal knowledge in forest management is key to success.”53

9.3 Rights to culture and traditional knowledge in international
agreements and norms
Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

United Na5ons
Declara5on on the
Rights of Peasants and
Other People Working
in Rural Areas

18.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
the conservaAon and protecAon of the environment and the
producAve capacity of their lands, and of the resources that they use
and manage.
20.2 States shall take appropriate measures to promote and protect
the tradiAonal knowledge, innovaAon and pracAces of peasants and
other people working in rural areas, including tradiAonal agrarian,
pastoral, forestry, ﬁsheries, livestock and agroecological systems
relevant to the conservaAon and sustainable use of biological diversity.
26.1 Peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to
enjoy their own culture and to pursue freely their cultural
development, without interference or any form of discriminaAon. They
also have the right to maintain, express, control, protect and develop
their tradiAonal and local knowledge, such as ways of life, methods of
producAon or technology, or customs and tradiAon.
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26.3 States shall respect, and take measures to recognize and protect,
the rights of peasants and other people working in rural areas relaAng
to their tradiAonal knowledge and eliminate discriminaAon against the
tradiAonal knowledge, pracAces and technologies of peasants and
other people working in rural areas.
FAO Voluntary
Guidelines on the
Responsible
Governance of Tenure
of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context
of Na5onal Food
Security

5.3 States should ensure that policy, legal and organizaAonal
frameworks for tenure governance recognize and respect, in
accordance with naAonal laws, legiAmate tenure rights including
legiAmate customary tenure rights that are not currently protected by
law; and facilitate, promote and protect the exercise of tenure rights.
Frameworks should reﬂect the social, cultural, economic and
environmental signiﬁcance of land, ﬁsheries and forests.

UNFCCC, Cancun
Agreements

Appendix 1, ArAcle 2:
When undertaking the acAviAes referred to in paragraph 70 of this
decision [REDD+], the following safeguards should be promoted and
supported:
(c) Respect for the knowledge and rights of indigenous peoples
and members of local communiAes, by taking into account
relevant internaAonal obligaAons, naAonal circumstances and
laws, and noAng that the United NaAons General Assembly has
adopted the United NaAons DeclaraAon on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples;

Nagoya Protocol on
Access to Gene5c
Resources and the Fair
and Equitable Sharing
of Beneﬁts Arising from
Their U5liza5on to the
Conven5on on
Biological Diversity

6.2 2 In accordance with domesAc law, each Party shall take measures,
as appropriate, with the aim of ensuring that the prior informed
consent or approval and involvement of indigenous and local
communiAes is obtained for access to geneAc resources where they
have the established right to grant access to such resources.

Interna5onal Treaty on
Plant Gene5c Resources
for Food and
Agriculture

9.1 The ContracAng ParAes recognize the enormous contribuAon that
the local and indigenous communiAes and farmers of all regions of the
world, parAcularly those in the centres of origin and crop diversity,
have made and will conAnue to make for the conservaAon and
development of plant geneAc resources which consAtute the basis of
food and agriculture producAon throughout the world.
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9.2 The ContracAng ParAes agree that the responsibility for realizing
Farmers’ Rights, as they relate to plant geneAc resources for food and
agriculture, rests with naAonal governments. In accordance with their
needs and prioriAes, each ContracAng Party should, as appropriate,
and subject to its naAonal legislaAon, take measures to protect and
promote Farmers’ Rights, including:
a) protecAon of tradiAonal knowledge relevant to plant geneAc
resources for food and agriculture.
Conven5on on
Biological Diversity

8. Each ContracAng Party shall, as far as possible and as appropriate:
(j) Subject to its naAonal legislaAon, respect, preserve and
maintain knowledge, innovaAons and pracAces of indigenous and
local communiAes embodying tradiAonal lifestyles relevant for
the conservaAon and sustainable use of biological diversity and
promote their wider applicaAon with the approval and
involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovaAons and
pracAces and encourage the equitable sharing of the beneﬁts
arising from the uAlizaAon of such knowledge, innovaAons and
pracAces.
10. Each ContracAng Party shall, as far as possible and as appropriate:
(c) Protect and encourage customary use of biological resources
in accordance with tradiAonal cultural pracAces that are
compaAble with conservaAon or sustainable use requirements;
(d) Support local populaAons to develop and implement remedial
acAon in degraded areas where biological diversity has been
reduced.

Conven5on on the
Rights of the Child
and
Interna5onal Covenant
on Civil and Poli5cal
Rights
African Charter on
Human and Peoples
Rights

30. In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguisAc minoriAes or
persons of indigenous origin exist, a child belonging to such a minority
or who is indigenous shall not be denied the right, in community with
other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to
profess and pracAse his or her own religion, or to use his or her own
language.

22.1 All peoples shall have the right to their economic, social and
cultural development with due regard to their freedom and idenAty
and in the equal enjoyment of the common heritage of mankind.

Interna5onal Covenant 15.1 The States ParAes to the present Covenant recognize the right of
on Economic, Social and everyone:
Cultural Rights
(a) To take part in cultural life.
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Provisions rela5ng speciﬁcally to indigenous peoples

Agreement

Text (with relevant clause number)

UN Declara5on on the
Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

11.1 Indigenous peoples have the right to pracAse and revitalize their
cultural tradiAons and customs. This includes the right to maintain,
protect and develop the past, present and future manifestaAons of
their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts,
designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and
literature.
12.1 Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest, pracAse, develop
and teach their spiritual and religious tradiAons, customs and
ceremonies; the right to maintain, protect, and have access in privacy
to their religious and cultural sites; the right to the use and control of
their ceremonial objects; and the right to the repatriaAon of their
human remains.
24.1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their tradiAonal medicines
and to maintain their health pracAces, including the conservaAon of
their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals.
31. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and
develop their cultural heritage, tradiAonal knowledge and tradiAonal
cultural expressions, as well as the manifestaAons of their sciences,
technologies and cultures, including human and geneAc resources,
seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properAes of fauna and ﬂora, oral
tradiAons, literatures, designs, sports and tradiAonal games and visual
and performing arts. They also have the right to maintain, control,
protect and develop their intellectual property over such cultural
heritage, tradiAonal knowledge, and tradiAonal cultural expressions.
32. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop
prioriAes and strategies for the development or use of their lands or
territories and other resources.

ILO Conven5on 169

8.2. These peoples shall have the right to retain their own customs and
insAtuAons, where these are not incompaAble with fundamental rights
deﬁned by the naAonal legal system and with internaAonally
recognised human rights. Procedures shall be established, whenever
necessary, to resolve conﬂicts which may arise in the applicaAon of this
principle.
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13.1 In applying the provisions of this Part of the ConvenAon
governments shall respect the special importance for the cultures and
spiritual values of the peoples concerned of their relaAonship with the
lands or territories, or both as applicable, which they occupy or
otherwise use, and in parAcular the collecAve aspects of this
relaAonship.
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10. Conclusions and recommendations
10.1 Conclusions
InternaAonal agreements provide much legal, declaratory and normaAve support for the promoAon
of community forests, by underpinning all of the key rights on which it rests. The strength of these
does vary, but a strong case clearly emerges when the relevant clauses of the agreements are taken
together in combinaAon. Governments can greatly improve their compliance with and
implementaAon of such agreements (especially those with greater direct relevance, such as the
DeclaraAon on the Rights of Peasants) but expanding the poliAcal and physical space available for
community forest management. Possibly the strongest arguments come in terms of rights to
livelihoods and development where, in theory, the state can have a common interest in ensuring that
resources are opAmally managed.

10.2 Recommendations
The contents of this report indicate that there are many possibiliAes for using the relevant clauses of
numerous internaAonal agreements, declaraAons and standards to support arguments and
campaigns to increase the acceptance and implementaAon of CFM. Inevitably, as a sovereign issue of
land and resource management, how or whether CFM is accepted will depend on naAonal policy and
legislaAon. Thus, the primary challenge would be to have forest policy or legislaAon revised or
adapted. This requires engagement with the relevant decision makers. How and by whom this is best
done varies enormously from country-to-country. In some cases, forest or natural environment policy
might already allow, in principle, for CFM, but the speciﬁc regulaAons or procedures have not been
developed and adopted, and hence the policy remains unimplemented. Advocacy for policy or
regulatory changes might be more eﬀecAve when conducted by or in conjuncAon with potenAal
pracAAoners of CFM who are the primary holders of the rights descried in this report.
Some basic recommendaAons for NGOs wishing to promote CFM are:
➢ Understand the relevant na5onal policy and legisla5on well. This can include provisions
speciﬁcally for forestry, environment, conservaAon/protected areas, land tenure and rural
development.
➢ Assess whether the policy and legisla5on is compliant with the texts of the agreements set
out in this report
➢ Where this has not already been done, consult deeply with groups, organisaAons and
peoples who would or could actually be engaged in CFM or wish to develop it.
➢ Develop an advocacy strategy for how to convince the relevant decision-makers to change
policy or legislaAon, or to implement it be[er. This should include a thorough ‘stakeholder
analysis’ showing who has what interests in either promoAng CFM, or opposing it. The
advocacy strategy should include tacAcs and speciﬁc outcomes (such as communicaAons,
arAcles, blogs, social media etc.) targeted as appropriate to the various stakeholders. CiAng
the relevant internaAonal texts can be persuasive in such communicaAons.
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